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EDB Postgres Training
eSubscription
Learning made easy
with flexible access to
training materials
Rapid changes in the business and technology landscapes today place

with cumbersome procurement procedures each time a new

tremendous demands on your IT organization to keep up. One of the

class is required.

best ways to stay ahead of the curve is to provide a robust training and
continuous education program to grow the Postgres knowledge and

From a value standpoint, the program provides volume-based

skills of your teams.

discounts built into the price of the subscription, eliminating the desire
to seek a "better deal." You and your teams are now free to focus on

An EDB Postgres Training eSubscription simplifies how you and your

your business and technical needs.

organization purchase and consume training. This program provides
you with unlimited access to the entire EDB library of on-demand

By taking training at your own pace, you and your organization can

eLearning content so you can learn and develop Postgres skills based

save significant time, energy, and budget without requiring time away

upon a schedule that's convenient for YOU.

from the office.

A Training eSubscription is offered as an annual subscription,

Motivate your team to continue to learn new skills and fast-track

giving you flexibility to access to the right training at the right

Postgres initiatives in an efficient and effective manner with an EDB

time throughout the yearly term. Gone are the days of dealing

Postgres Training eSubscription.

Highlights
Cost Effective Plans

Role-Based Courses & Materials

workshops, online training class recordings,

Annual subscriptions can be purchased for

EDB understands that different roles have

and webinars makeup the growing library of

individuals or groups to accelerate learning

different learning requirements in order to

over 100 e-learning modules and more than

based upon your specific needs.

be successful.

175 lab exercises.

Training for All Phases
of Deployment

We offer training materials specifically

Simplified Administration

designed for DBAs as well as Developers,

Sign up, consume, and manage all training

Whether you are building your first

from beginners to advanced level of training.

activity for individuals, a team, or an entire

application on Postgres, migration from

group through our centralized learning

existing Postgres environment, EDB has the

Unlimited Access to
On-Demand Library

right training classes to fit your needs.

Highly relevant eLearning classes,

another DBMS, or looking to optimize an

www.enterprisedb.com | sales@enterprisedb.com

management system (LMS).
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Summary of EDB Postgres
Training eSubscription
Cost-Effective Plans

Role-based Courses

Budget-conscious plans are available for individuals and teams.

Classes and content for all roles–beginner or advanced–that
work with Postgres such as DBA, Developer, Architect, and more.

Unlimited Access

Wash. Rinse. Repeat

Access to training content from entire EDB on-demand library.

For those less-frequent tasks, take a class now and then revisit it
as many times as you need for the duration of the subscription.

Learn at Your Own Pace

New Content Added Regularly

On-demand training lets you learn when its convenient for

Keep up with the latest information, tips, and techniques to

you, day or night.

keep your skills up-to-date.
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